[Nature of the phenotypic variability of somatic cells in culture: unstable phenotypic changes].
It was stated elsewhere ( Glebov , Abramyan , 1983) that the appearance of a number of phenotypic variants detected in somatic cell populations with high frequency should be provided by genetical unstable alterations. The properties of somatic cell variants that reproduce unstably a changable phenotype in the course of cell generations are analysed. These variants: (1) appear accidentally and independently on selectivity agent; (2) as a rule, the frequency of the variant arising does not increase under the action of mutagens; (3) the phenotypic reversion of unstable variants is a stochastic process; (4) such variants are characterized by intraclonal heterogeneity and by the segregation of stable alternative variants. The number of properties of phenotypically unstable variants isolated by one-step selection is similar to those for somatic cell variants isolated in the course of multistep selection. The latter are characterized by phenotypic reversion too. The appearance of unstable phenotypic variants is concluded to be associated with the genetical unstable alterations. It is argued that at least part of above alterations should be induced by the insertion of mobile genetic elements. The features of karyotypical variation in somatic cell population allow to conclude that the karyotype of cultured somatic cells is a genetically unstable attribute. The features mentioned above are: a high frequency of karyotypical alterations which is inherited by the cells with difference in the frequency of arising of karyotypical alteratons . The unstability of karyotype is restricted to the genetic unstability that is seen from non-random karyotypic variation, and interclonal difference in the chromosome stability. The site-specificity of karyotype alterations that proceed with high frequency allow to put forward a hypothesis that the process of mobile genetic element transposition is induced on the early stages of the history of constant cultured cell lines.